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Response to Questions 

 
There is a current proposal for the iGT047 Ancillary Document to be modified to allow for the 
SMU/SMR files to be sent either by email or through IX. 
 
There is a risk that IX will not be installed in time for implementation (27 June 2014).  
 
Given this risk, some parties have stated a preference to design their systems/process changes to 
allow for the sending of the SMU/SMR files by email only, on an enduring basis. 
 
We are happy to send files over email. 

 
We are seeking a view from each iGT-UNC party as to how they would prefer to implement this 
solution: 

a. To send SMU/SMR files between iGTs and shippers using email only (up until Single 
Service Provision go-live – October 2015); 

b. To use email from implementation, until such a time as IX becomes available. At 
which point, parties have the choice to move over to IX, or; 

c. To use email as an interim solution, until such a time as IX becomes available. At 
which point, parties will be mandated to move over to IX. 

 
We would prefer option b. 
 
Each party is asked to provide the reasoning behind their company’s preference. 
 
It has become clear during discussions that at least one iGT will not be willing to support sending and 
receiving SMU/SMR files over an IX connection to and from Shippers.  Therefore we would not want 
to put in a solution that supports an IX connection with iGTs if this does not apply to all and we also 
have to maintain an email connection with some iGTs. 
 
Further Comments on Ancillary Document 
 

 Originator ID changed to Recipient ID in File Naming Convention 
See comment below re Header formats. 
 

 Header formats split out in order to be suitable for sending over IX or by email 
o Explanation added to introduction section 

I do not agree with having 2 different headers for emails and IX.  Another solution 
should be  
investigated.  I would also like to comment back that if this is the approved change 
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then we  
will insist that all iGTs use email to send us this data to ensure a consistent header 
format.  We 
will only change to IX when all iGTs agree. 

  

 Default file transfer mechanism amended to email 
o This is due to the risk that IX will not be installed by implementation; we should not 

be  
comfortable placing an obligation on parties where it cannot be met. 
I am happy with this as I understand the risks around IX.  There are technical and 
contractual 
reasons why the IX may not be ready for iGTs and we do not want to impact flowing 
this data. 

  

 Amendments to validation and file rules 
o Minor clarifications 
o Removal of the ‘Note around file transmission’ 
o Add validation of registered shipper/iGT 

 
Maximum file size: I think there should be a maximum file size if the default is via 
email.  I fear files 
could go missing in transit if they are over a certain size based on companies email 
restrictions. 
The maximum number of attachments should also consider total size. 

  

 Renaming of the S01/02/03/04 records 
o Now E49/50/51/52 

I am happy with the new record IDs but would question why these values in particular, and if 
any consideration 
has been given to Nexus Single Service and whether this will be consistent with that. 
 
updates will be required to the internal Change Requests I have made to support this. 

  

 Certain field lengths and descriptions have been amended to reflect what Xoserve holds for  
large transporter supply points 

o Note: no data items have been added or removed. 
I am happy with this consistency.  Again updates will be required to the Change Requests I 
have made to 
support this. 
 
The only question I have is whether the Meter Mechanism Code should be consistent with 
the format of  
the ONUPD “Meter” Data Set. 

 


